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The Cooks Who Care cookbook, a collection of recipes by Philadelphia-area chefs, mixologists, bakers, and industry professionals published in Dec. 2022, was an opportunity to bring together my range of skills. 




The Cooks Who Care organization, a non-profit dedicated to promoting good mental health and well being among food and beverage industry workers, needed a professional skilled in all facets of editorial design, illustration, and print production to guide their vision to a final product. I was privileged to help them coalesce their collection of intriguing recipes, excellent photography, and video production into an 80 page cookbook printed by Intellicor Communications and a digital version with links to videos just in time for the 2022 holiday season.
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A series of illustrations for the Cooks Who Care cookbook, a collection of recipes by Philadelphia-area chefs, mixologists, bakers, and industry professionals published in Dec. 2022. The cookbook, published by the Cooks Who Care organization, is dedicated to promoting good mental health and well being among food and beverage industry workers.




The cookbook is organized by seasonal recipes and cocktails, and my illustrations attempt to connect the ideas of self-care, community support, growth, and self-fulfillment. The seasonal theme provided a beautiful palette of concepts and colors. Each seasonal illustration on the cover was complemented by a season intro illustration.
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Illustration, design, and layout of a 40-page annual report for 128-year-old insurance company based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 




Cover featured an embossed title and logo, and book was printed on 80# matte paper by Intellicor Communications in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.







Designed and laid out interactive annual report in a 'slide deck' format.
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The Electronic Mandala (v.1) is a four-color screen print on 90# Stonehenge paper. Here I am experimenting with my love of symmetry and an isometric, almost architectural shape full of impossible facets. 




The paper size is 11"x14" and print area is 9"x9"




Purchase at Etsy.com
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The galaxy of mythical creatures is a crowded place: The variety of body shapes, the hybridization of creature features, and wild mix of personalities makes it a chaotic universe to explore with my style of graphic art. 




This alphabet of mythical creatures, like all typographic sets, has its own logic and set of standards: use of color, line, shape, and composition, shading, and an overall set of design boundaries that lets you know these creatures all in the same family, even if they are from all over the world. 




I posted this alphabet on Instagram, a letter a day, as part of the #36daysoftype event in March 2022. If you enjoy unconventional and playful typography I urge you to check out the work posted on that social media site with that hashtag. See 36daysoftype.com for more info.
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50-copy limited pressing of 8"x8" 64 page full-color book with the full alphabet, descriptions, and further reading. 




$30 includes shipping and handling to US addresses.* 




A few ways to pay. Venmo preferred, but Paypal is fine if you don't use that.





      
        

      

    

  
  



*If you are not in the US, please contact me at info (at) drafthorsestudio.com to calculate your shipping cost.












Here are a few sample characters:
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Emblem Trading Post commissioned a group of general mountaineering stickers to accompany a series of stickers for climbers who wish to commemorate summoning each peak, with the goal of collecting of 54 badges.
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Draft Horse designed a series of stickers for an outdoor enthusiast store, Emblem Trading Post. 




There are seven ranges of mountains in Colorado with peaks higher than 14,000 feet. The stickers are for climbers who wish to commemorate summoning each peak, with the goal of collecting of 54 badges.




Emblem Trading Post also commissioned a group of more general mountaineering stickers.
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Draft Horse designed a new logo for Baltimore audio-literary institution Normal's Books and Records. The spiky letterforms are inspired by the prickly hair worn by classic Ernie Bushmiller character Nancy. Artist Derrick Buisch's graphic manipulations of Nancy and her pal Sluggo, called "Slancys," are accompanied by text treatments by Draft Horse, and feature in other Normals branding materials, such as the neat-o LP bag pictured below.
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Draft Horse's take on the classic KC logo. Purchase one or three at Souvenear.com
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Draft Horse designed and developed a set of small felt pennants for SouveNEAR, which were turned into magnets and sold online and in their machines.
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Screen print based on Borq isometric font. Currently in production.
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The festival went virtual in 2020, the year of Covid. The poster reflects the incorporeal nature of the gathering. 
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Draft Horse refreshed the branding and identity for this philanthropic organization based in Kansas City. Their original logo, a dove, was updated with a new origami look and a brighter color scheme. This aesthetic was integrated into their new website along with new, original graphics.
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Ongoing design and development of website for New Jersey-based traveling basketball team that performs basketball fundraisers for schools and nonprofits.
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Draft Horse developed the branding and overall aesthetic for Focus on the Story, a Washington DC based non-profit organization committed to using the power of photography to spark discussion around the important issues of our day. 




As part of overall brand and identity maintenance, Draft Horse updated and maintains their website, creates graphics, posters, and publications for their festivals, and lays out and designs photography books they publish.
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Draft Horse helped this Kansas City-based philanthropic organization update their branding and identity, and rolled out this fresh WordPress-based site to showcase they ways they help many regional nonprofits.
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Three-color screen print that deconstructs the festival logo into a playful experiment with red, gree, and blue, the additive primaries. 




"Individual elements of a story on a macro level vs. the blending of ideas in a bigger picture and how they can change perception." —phillipebonnet
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Monotype alphabet inspired by the grid-like text usually found on displays in retro sci-fi TV shows and movies. While drawing, the forms immediately lent themselves to be rendered in isometric projection, which then demanded I create an animated gif of the entire alphabet, below.




Currently in the process of making a screen-printed expansion of this concept.
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Designed and laid out 80 page catalog covering the photographers, awards, and exhibitions featured in the 2020 Focus on the Story Photo Festival in Washington, DC. 
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The Gaia series is a collection of whimsical sprites who are spirits of endangered earth systems. 




Each screen print is four colors, and printed on card stock or French paper and fit in a 9" x 12" matte. 





Available at Etsy.com
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	The Wetland Sprite is inspired by Florida and South Georgia's iconic cypress swamps, South Florida's mangrove colonies, and the snowy egret, ubiquitous resident of wetlands throughout the US South.
	The Forest Sprite is inspired by many hikes and camping trips in forests throughout the US. Late at night, watching campfire embers drift off into the deep starry sky, I sense him out there, watching and waiting with his retinue of winged and scurrying friends.
	The Glacier Sprite is inspired by our Earth's receding glaciers, so critical to our planet's stable and comfortable climate, relied upon by innumerable species, include the sprite's companion polar bear -- and us.
	The Coral Sprite is inspired by our planets endangered coral reefs and forests, and accompanied by her faithful friend the octopus.


A report published by CARE's gender-based violence division. Work included design and layout, creation of infographics, and cover illustrations.

The figures were created using scratchboard, then scanned and colored in Photoshop.
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Developed a logo, website, and print/digital assets for ClickDC, a month-long series in June, 2019 of photography exhibits, talks, and social events in Washington, DC, organized and run by the non-profit organization Focus on the Story. ClickDC was merged into the annual Focus on the Story festival.
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As part of ongoing development of their branding and identity, Draft Horse updated the web design for Focus on the Story, a Washington, D.C.-based photography publisher.
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Designed and built special exhibit site for Kansas City’s landmark Union Station, using the animation tool Hype. Site provided useful information for visitors, such as exhibit times, pricing, and background information. 




View an archived version here.
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Draft Horse Studio partnered with KCTechworks to help the Lawrence, KS-based non-profit dccca rebuild a visually outdated and unmanageable website in conjunction with a new branding campaign and organization-wide restructure of information responsibilities.
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A straightforward and elegant website to showcase Baltimore's international counterparts. A source of information about the cities, and a means for the non-profit to promote its global mission.




[image: baltimoresistercities-org]

Touchscreen kiosk designed and developed for Union Station's exhibit, Memories of Union Station, which premiered during the station's 100th anniversary. This interactive display combined archival images and artifacts scanned from originals from Union Station's archives, along with letters and digital texts from people who submitted their memories and anecdotes of the station.




The technical aspects of the project were handled by kctechworks, llc.




View a demonstration copy of the Memories of Union Station kiosk here.
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Video of kiosk in action:






Provided all graphics for SouveNEAR's vending machines -- the machine's full wrap and elements to create a lightbox to be placed on top -- which dispense locally-made souvenirs at KCI airport and Union Station.

[image: DSC_7635]
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Series of store art installations for Whole Foods Market stores. Each design was unique, designed to complement the architectural style of the store and the spirit of the neighborhood or city in which it was located.

[image: innerharboreast]

This panel for the Baltimore Inner Harbor East store was backlit and installed near the rear of the store, visible as you walked down perpendicular aisles.
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This series of backlit panels was installed over the cooler section of the store in Sandy Springs, Georgia. The sequence of panels uses abstracted details from photographs to tell the story of food -- from the simple (seeds and grains) to the complex (sentient animals).

[image: ss-5]

An admittedly poor quality photo of the installation.

[image: Pstreet]

A diptych created for the P Street store in Washington DC. These two panels also tell a narrative -- the story of food from cultivation to purchase.

[image: ss_books4] [image: ss_eggplant7]  [image: ss_honeybear2] [image: ss_tomatoes4][image: ss_oj3] [image: ss_peppers8] [image: ss_saltnpepper5] [image: ss_fruits4]

With a series of free-standing panels created for the store in the South Street neighborhood in Philadelphia, I drew a series of still lives, then scanned an applied various textures and an ink wash created separately.

[image: south-3]

These panels were installed around the store.


Logo developed for T-shirts and other products.
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T-shirts created for Border Star Montessori Elementary in Kansas City, MO. fundraiser T-shirt, using a star design element found in the building's architecture.




	[image: ]Design based on scrollwork found over school entrance
	[image: ]Design for school's entry in the 2020 Brookside St. Patrick's Day parade.
	[image: ]Design for 2021 shirts, incorporating star motif and school's dragon mascot.
	[image: ]First edition of the school's star motif, found in the building's scrollwork.
	[image: ]Alternate design for 2021 shirt.
	[image: ]Design for school's entry in the 2019 Brookside St. Patrick's Day parade.



In conjunction with brand development for this Italian tourist agency, Draft Horse developed a new website that reflected the beauty of Italy through professional photography and enticing copywriting.
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In conjunction with developing a new website, Draft Horse developed a logo for an Italian tourist agency whose clients are predominantly American. The brand needed to reflect Tuscany, in its mix of ancient and contemporary attractions.
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Chart created for NCB Capital Impact's 2012 annual report.




[image: ncb-indicators2]
Illustration for Cornucopia Institute

[image: junkfood]

Icon for Cornucopia Institute, used on all their anti-GMO initiative posters and promotional materials.

[image: lab-vs-organic.logo]


Promotional graphic for campaign by Cornucopia Institute




[image: beyond-consumer.2]
Label designed for Olive Girl Cuisine's new muffaletta sandwich, which features their popular olive salad. Includes an olive wreath illustration done using the scratchboard technique.

[image: muffaletta]

[image: olive branch]


Set of graphics Cornucopia Institute used to promote their "This is Organic" campaign.
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A Mid-Atlantic-based production and marketing company that caters to the needs of businesses, nonprofits, advertising agencies, and government departments needed a brand that evoked the workaday spirit of Baltimore. Their offices are housed in a classic Baltimore rowhouse, so the combination of work-like elements with the almost production-line quality of rowhouse construction seemed a natural fit. We loved the deep, blueprint blue, also a natural fit.
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 A Shopify-based site for a national company that sells locally-made souvenirs in airports via vending machines.




 I also developed the branding and identity for SouveNEAR.
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A gift and merchandise manufacturing company needed a brand and logo that captured a mix of contemporary flair and old-fashioned charm. We found the right combination of moods in this logo design, which echoes old-fashioned airport luggage tags.
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Set of illustrations created for the Gender-Based Violence Information Management System, an international, multi-organization initiative that enables humanitarian actors responding to incidents of gender-based violence to effectively and safely collect, store, analyze and share data reported by survivors of violent acts. These digitized and tinted scratchboard illustrations were created for training presentation.
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Branding and labels for a Florida-based food product company, Olive Girl Cuisine.
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[image: zesty-green]
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	web design
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	infographics
	illustration



Get on our mailing list to receive news about products and print runs
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